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Abstract
Both observational data and direct measurement of student activity seem to indicate a large variance in student activity during physical education lessons. The aim of this study was to identify participation styles during elementary physical education lessons by using multiple data sources. A class of fifth grade students (N = 17) and a class of sixth grade students (N = 14) were taught by a physical education specialist for three lessons each. Both classes had coed physical education lessons and all students were systematically analyzed by using heart rate measurement, systematic observation and perceived exertion. Each lesson was videotaped for further analysis. Finally, six high and five low skilled students were formally interviewed after the last lesson about their experiences in physical education. The results indicated four different participation styles among the students in these physical education elementary classes. These were low skilled fighters, low skilled avoiders, high skilled fighters and high skilled avoiders. Several contextual factors are contributors to these participation styles. The main reasons for this appear to be differences in students’ fitness levels, physical activity behavior and interest in physical education. This large variation among students shows that teachers need to treat each student individually.
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1. Introduction
Several studies indicated that a large number of students had positive attitudes and experiences of physical education (Palomäki & Heikinaho-Johansson, 2011; Subramaniam & Silverman, 2007). Research conducted by Lauritsalo, Sääkslahti, & Rasku-Puttonen (2012), however, outlined some factors that determined both positive
and negative attitudes toward PE. This is nothing new. Locke (1987) argued that the real curriculum for many students was considerably different from the formal intentions of the teacher. Similarly, Dodds (1985) concluded that students learnt all sorts of things other than what the teachers intend to teach. The nature of teaching is complex and multiple variables affect student learning. Therefore, Amade-Escot & Amans-Passaga (2007) proposed that individual, activity and environmental aspects of teaching/learning were inseparable, and that content in physical education must be considered through this multidimensional perspective.

Often sport pedagogy research tends to infer that the experiences of all participants in a given instructional context are similar. This is not the case and qualitative research has described various participation styles of pupils in school physical education classes and has revealed that participants in the same instructional setting often have very different experiences. Griffin (1984; 1985) reported that hidden forces drove different subgroups to learn diverse behavior patterns in physical education classes. Within mixed-gender classes on various sports and games, Griffin (1984) noted that at the top of the girls’ hierarchy were the athletes who were well-skilled, with high visibility and involvement. Slightly less skilled but with mixed involvement (although interested in game playing) were the junior varsity players. Conversely, cheerleaders were low-skilled players; however, they enjoyed game play and were excited when their team scored whereas the unskilled lost souls appeared to be passive and confused by the game. The femme fatales on the other hand had the skill to participate successfully, however they chose to limit their active involvement. Instead, their priorities were their appearance and attracting boys. The system beaters did everything possible to avoid taking part in lessons and often achieved this goal by producing excuse notes. In addition to Griffin’s (1984) participations styles in girls’ physical education, Fiset (2013: p. 192-193) proposed a framework of self-identified barriers to girls’ engagement in and enjoyment of physical education and they were described as “proving themselves to the boys”, “girls are supposed to do girly things and boys are supposed to do boy-ee things”, and “there’s a risk of being embarrassed”.

Griffin (1985) also described boys’ participation styles in middle school physical education and machos were aggressive, loud, very well skilled, and viewed by other pupils as class leaders. They teased and harassed other boys and ignored the girls. Junior machos aspired to be machos but had less skill and physical presence and were often resentful of skilled girls. Nice guys possessed intermediate to advanced skill levels but were usually supportive of girls and did not engage in verbal or physical abuse of other boys. Invisible players, on the other hand, were loners who were skilled at simulating participation in game play, when they were actually doing nothing of the sort. Finally, the poorly skilled wimps were teased and abused by other pupils and often denied the right to participate in class activities, even if they wanted to. Tischler & McCaughtry (2014) recently used the terms “sporty” and “less-sporty” to categorize boys in relation to their orientation to team sports. These students attributed levels of success to visible characteristics such as body type, fitness, degree of aggressiveness, and overall skill in sport. These factors made sporty boys stand out more positively and skillfully in comparison with less sporty boys. Content, pedagogy, and student-teacher interaction in traditional physical education led all students to perceive static and well-pronounced masculinity hierarchies. However, the students felt that the teaching of physical education was manifested differently in an adventure physical education model than what they perceived to be the case in sport-based physical education classes.

Kalaja (2012) used a quantitative approach with data from fundamental motor skill (FMS) tests and motivational and perceived competence questionnaires to categorize students. Three cluster groups of students were found in Finnish grade seven physical education classes. The first group consisted of students with low skills and low motivation and included students with low FMS, perceived competence, and self-determined motivation toward physical education. The second group comprised of students with high skills and low motivation and consisted of students with high FMS and low perceived competence and self-determined motivation toward physical education. The final category of students was the high skills/high motivation group, which included students with relatively high FMS and high perceived competence and motivation. A comparison of cluster groups with physical activity indicated that “high skills/high motivation” students were engaged in significantly higher self-reported engagement in leisure physical activity than the other two clusters.

Cothran (2010) combined quantitative data with students’ interviews in studying underlying values and assigned meanings of high school students by quantitatively clustering similar students together. Five different groups of students were reported. One group was named “Playful friends” and for them physical education provided opportunities to be with friends, have fun and play, while still getting a good grade. “Competitors” valued skill development and the competitive phase in game play during the multi-activity approach. “Friendly learners” were described by the opportunity to be with friends and similarly learn and get good grades. “Cooperative
learners” emphasized appropriate student behavior, learning how to work together and getting good grades. Finally, the “Social comparison” group valued grades and their relations to other students in the class and not being embarrassed.

Both the qualitative and quantitative studies show that students are not a uniform group with all students valuing, experiencing and behaving similarly in physical education. Students experience physical education differently and those differences are often related to gender and ability. Traditional team sports are often on the basis of the multi-activity model, which rewards size and effort. The model also includes a great deal of competition and public display where low skilled or less confident students often report negative experiences and feeling of being marginalized (Smith & Goc Karp, 1996). Constantinides (2011) described the profile of obese students’ experiences in physical education. These students perceived physical education to be of little or no benefit to them. They indicated a desire to become invisible during the lesson as they perceived that the activities emphasized in physical education made them feel uncomfortable in front of their classmates. Moreover, participating in traditional team sport class activities allowed their peers to publicly view their physical limitations, such as running slowly or having limited skill in a variety of activities. These obese students admitted to looking for excuses to avoid participation in physical education.

Student participation in physical education can be objectively measured by analyzing student physical activity during lessons. Several reviews (Fairclough & Stratton, 2005a, 2006; Stratton, 1996) of student physical activity have showed that students engage in moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA) about one third of physical education lesson time. This is less than the 50% recommended by Healthy People 2010. The amount of student physical activity in physical education seems to differ depending on the context, lesson content, teacher behavior, and student background variables. Student grade level is an example of one context variable, and studies show that elementary school students spend more physical education lesson time in MVPA compared with secondary school students (Fairclough & Stratton, 2005b; Gao, Hannon, & Carson, 2009; Hodges Kulmina, Martin, Lai, Kliber, & Reed, 2003; Singerland, Oomen, & Borghouts, 2011; Surapipooncha, Furney, Reardon, & Murray, 2012). Although most descriptive studies report that MVPA levels lower below 50% of lesson time, Jaakkola, Liukkonen, Laakso, & Ommundsen (2008) reported high MVPA (61%) for ninth grade students during game play, a football lesson. Additionally, Singerland, Haerens, Cardon, & Borghouts (2014) reported a 74% and 64% MVPA level in game play for boys and girls respectively.

Alternatively, mean and maximal heart rates are other variables that can be used to evaluate activity levels. Studies have showed that average heart rate in physical education lessons ranges from 114 bpm (Laurson, Brown, Cullen, & Dennis, 2008), 132 bpm (Lyra, Heikiaro-Johansson, Johansson, & McEvoy, 2008), 135 bpm (Sarradel et al., 2011), 142 bpm (Wydra, 2009), 140 bpm (Gao, Hannon, & Carson, 2009) and 147 bpm (Jaakkola et al., 2008) to 159 bpm (Van Acker et al., 2010).

The physical activity intensity levels similarly vary based on different content and teaching styles. Chow et al. (2008) reported that students engaged in high levels of MVPA in lessons focusing on tennis, distance dancing and free play activities, while table tennis and long jumping provided smaller proportions of MVPA. Several other studies (Fairclough & Stratton, 2005b; 2006) have indicated higher student activity levels in team game lessons. In the Netherlands, students engaged in more moderate-to-vigorous physical activity during swimming classes (52%) than during non-swimming classes (40%) (Cardon, Verstraete, De Clercq, & De Bourdeaudhuij, 2004). During adventure education lessons, students spent less time in MVPA compared with traditional physical education lessons (Gehris, Myers, & Whitaker, 2012).

Several studies comparing boys’ and girls’ MVPA engagement during physical education showed higher levels of MVPA among boys when compared with girls during coeducational classes. This distinction has been noted when physical activity has been assessed using heart rate monitoring (Fairclough & Stratton, 2005b; Hodges Kulmina et al., 2003; Singerland et al., 2014; Stratton, 1996), pedometers (Hannon & Ratcliffe, 2005), accelerometry (Whipp, Dimmock, & Jackson, 2013) and direct observation (McKenzie, Marshall, Sallis, & Conway, 2000; McKenzie, Prochaska, Sallis, & LaMaster, 2004). In addition, Gutierrez & Garcia-López (2012) observed student behavior in invasion ball games and reported that boys participated more in offensive play with the ball, while the girls displayed more off-the-task (spectator-player) behaviors.

Different forms of student ability can also affect students’ physical activity levels during physical education lessons and Fairclough & Stratton (2005b) reported that high-ability students were more active than the average- and low-ability students. Similarly, Spessato, Gabbard, & Valentini (2013) measured physical activity levels of 5 - 10 years old children with pedometers and found that students with high motor competency were sig-
nificantly more active during physical education lessons than children with low and moderate motor competency. Conversely, Fairclough (2002) reported a weak relationship between aerobic capacity and MVPA in girls’ high school physical education. Also students with higher perceived competence showed higher amounts of MVPA during game play in basketball (Slingerland et al., 2013). Nevertheless, Lyra et al. (2008) found that middle school students with low leisure-time activity levels were as active during physical education lessons as students with high leisure-time activity levels. In addition, there are conflicting results in respect to student body composition. Spessato et al. (2013) found no significant correlation between BMI and MVPA, while Fairclough (2002) found that physical activity during physical education was inversely related to students’ body fat percentage.

Additional studies (How, Whipp, Dimmock, & Jackson, 2013; Perlman, 2013) showed that teaching behaviors that aligned with an autonomy-supportive teaching approach could facilitate greater in-class MVPA levels. Other studies (Perlman, 2012; Wallhead, Garn, Vidoni, & Youngberg, 2013) also reported that teachers using the Sport Education Model (Siedentop, Hastie, & van der Mars, 2011) provided amotivated students with an increased opportunity to engage in higher levels of physical activity.

As research related to motivational aspects shows an effect on student activity, perceived exertion is also a factor that relates to physical activity behavior in children. Rating of perceived exertion has been suggested to be an appropriate measure of exercise intensity. It is assumed to represent many factors affecting the intensity of physical activity, such as students’ psychological state and training status. Borg (1982) designed the first rating of perceived exertion (RPE) scale and it had been shown to be a simple and valid method for quantifying whole training session intensity for children and adolescents (Chen, Fan, & Moe, 2002; Pfeiffer, Pivarnik, Womack, Reeves, & Malina, 2002). Therefore, perceived exertion could provide additional understanding of students’ physical activity during PE lessons and Marmeleira, CarrasqueiraAldeias, & dos Santos Medeira da Graça (2012) found that students experienced a light degree of physical exertion in physical education lessons with an average of 11.6 on the Borg scale. In addition, Wydra (2009) reported that 43% of the students perceived the physical education lesson to be at least somewhat demanding (at least level 13 of 20 on the Borg scale).

The research seems to indicate a large variation in student activity depending on student variables and context. Moreover, different ways of measuring student activity will provide additional variation in the data. Fairclough & Stratton (2005c) analyzed MVPA with observation and heart rate measurement and found that student activity differed markedly, with heart rate measurement showing higher values than observational data. On the other hand, Marmeleira, CarrasqueiraAldeias, & dos Santos Medeira da Graça (2012) reported that both the number of steps and the rate of perceived exertion were correlated with heart rate measurements of students' physical activity. The inconsistency between different physical activity measures and context specificity highlights the advantage of combining instruments when assessing students’ physical activity. Researchers (Fairclough, 2002; Lyra et al., 2008) have suggested that different objective measurements and student self-reports will be beneficial in order to acquire a deeper understanding of student physical activity in physical education lessons. In addition, studies reviewed in this paper generally report physical activity as a class or group mean. Moreover, in identifying different student groups researchers have relied on qualitative observations, student interviews, questionnaires, and skill tests. Therefore, the aim of this study was to identify and understand participation styles during elementary physical education lessons by using multiple data sources to analyze student activity.

2. Methods

A physical education specialist taught two classes, a fifth grade class with 17 students and a sixth grade class with 14 students, for three lessons each. The male teacher, with a master’s degree, had six years of full time teaching experience and had been employed at this elementary school for the last five years. This teacher taught with a direct-instruction style and actively supervised his students. This public elementary school (Grades 1 - 6) served 100 students from predominantly middle socioeconomic status neighborhoods.

Both physical education classes were coeducational and did not share the activity space with any other classes. The data collection took place during an indoor multi-activity unit (ballgames, fitness) in a gym with about 400 m² available space. Each lesson lasted from 39 to 48 minutes with generally 10% of the time allocated for pre and post management and the remaining time for skill instruction, circuit training, station teaching and game play. The first lesson for both groups consisted of a short aerobics warm-up followed by circuit training. Subsequent lessons for both classes consisted of skill practice and game play, in team handball for the fifth grade class and basketball for the sixth grade class. The teacher was instructed to teach the lessons as he normally would.
He was asked to not place any unusual emphasis on tasks that would increase heart rates more than normal (e.g., fitness work or circuit training), unless the lesson would normally have included those types of activities.

Heart rate measurement, systematic observation and perceived exertion were systematically analyzed from all students. Each lesson was videotaped with two cameras for further analysis and lesson time spent in MVPA were determined for each student. Seventy-nine individual calculations of physical activity were conducted during six physical education lessons. The study was explained and written informed parental consent was obtained prior to collecting data.

Heart rate (HR) telemetry has been shown to be a valid and reliable measurement of physical activity and has commonly been used in physical activity and physical education settings (Bar-Or, Bar-Or, Waters, Hirji, & Russell, 1996; Treiber et al., 1989). Student heart rate levels during each PE-lesson were measured with Polar Team System heart-rate monitors, developed by Polar Electro, Finland. After students changed clothes and immediately before they entered the gymnasium, they were fitted with the heart rate telemeters. Heart rate was recorded every five seconds. The heart rate telemeters were removed at the end of the lessons. The HR data was downloaded to a portable PC using the specific software (Polar Advantage TM Polar Electro, Kempele, Finland) and subsequently analyzed.

Average heart rate, maximal heart rate and MVPA (Moderate to Vigorous Physical Activity) for each lesson were derived from the heart rate measurement. The percentage of lesson time in the category MVPA for each subject was calculated. The MVPA level represents moderate physical activity, which is the minimal intensity, required to reach the recommended level volume of health-related activity. The heart rate cut point for MVPA was 140 bpm for both boys and girls and was based on values in previous research (Armstrong & Bray, 1991; Armstrong, McManus, Welsman, & Kirby, 1996).

System for Observing Fitness Instruction Time (SOFIT) was used to systematically observe students’ level of MVPA. Lesson context, teacher promotion, and student physical activity levels can be analyzed with SOFIT. Validity of the activity level behaviors categories for use with school students has been verified (Rowe, Schultheisz, & van der Mars, 1997). However, in this study only student activity was analyzed and therefore lesson context and teacher promotion were not recorded. SOFIT is a momentary time sampling and interval recording instrument and quantifies physical activity levels on a scale from 1 to 5. Non-MVPA categories comprise lying down (1), sitting (2) and standing (3), while MVPA (4 & 5) includes behaviors that are equivalent to or more active that brisk walking and high intensity activities (VPA). Summing the proportion of lesson time spent in the walking and very active categories gives time spent in MVPA. The classification of physical activity levels was made by observing each student for five seconds and then five seconds for recording their level of active engagement level. Three students were observed during one viewing of the videotape and therefore each student was observed and recorded twice during one minute. A log of activities and coding rules was kept to provide consistency in coding. The technical descriptions of the SOFIT training manual (McKenzie, 1998) were used for observer training and data collection. Coding rules for MVPA categories of “walking” (Level 4) and “very active” (Level 5) were developed so that transitions from standing or sitting to walking or running, aerobics, actively engaged in abdominal curls, throwing balls, and running were coded as MVPA. Inter observer Agreement (IOA) check was performed by coding three different students from one lesson during the pilot study. The mean IOA percentage for students’ MVPA was 96.4%.

The Borg rate of perceived exertion scale is a widely used instrument to measure perceived exertion, or exercise intensity (Chen, Fan, & Moe, 2002). Perceived exertion during the lessons was measured with the Borg RPE scale, which consists of numbered categories from 6 to 20 and verbal cues, from “very, very light” to “very, very hard”. Students were familiarized with the scale before the first lesson, which included defining perceived exertion, anchoring the perceptual range, explaining the use of the scale and answering questions. All students rated the perceived exertion level and they estimated how hard they had been exercising at the end of each PE lesson.

Previous research has indicated differences in student activity patterns based on ability and gender. Consequently, we asked the physical education teacher to identify three low and three high skilled students from each class. The teacher had taught most of these students for three years and made his selection based on the students’ motor skills, leisure activities, and interest and attitude towards physical education in school. Only two low skilled students in grade six received parental consent to participate in the study, therefore the total sample was 11 students, with six boys and five girls.

In addition to quantitative physical activity data from all students, the sub sample of subjects (N = 11) categorized as either low or high skilled, participated in individual stimulated recall interviews after the third lesson. In
the semi-structured interview, these students could see the printouts of their heart rate curve for each lesson while we also described the content and the structure of the lesson. Each interview with these students started with general and personal questions related to their leisure time and their perception of school physical education. The main focus of the interview was related to the students’ perception of physical activity and their own effort during these physical education lessons.

All data were analyzed using SPSS for Windows (21.0). Means and standard deviations were calculated for each of the variables. As interview data were collected, two researchers transcribed all the interviews. After the first print version, the interviews were replayed in order to negate transcription errors. The first, second, and third authors first read several times through the interview transcripts to gain a broad overview of the material and thereby looking for trends and explanations. The analysis was data-driven and the descriptions were condensed from the data-base by using inductive constant comparison to describe these students.

Several strategies were used to show research trustworthiness and credibility (Guba & Lincoln, 1989). Memos and notes were used to keep track of the data analysis which increased the confirmability of the study. Verbatim quotes from the students were taken in order to stay close to the data. For the result texts, we chose the most representative of the selected transcripts. Peer review and debriefing across researchers was conducted to assure credibility across findings. The peer debriefing process involved the researchers challenging each other’s interpretation of the evidence.

The initial analysis of physical activity data showed a large variation between individual students and different lessons. Based on the physical activity measurements from all eleven students, we noted seven students with diverse values compared to other students in their class during these three lessons. We identified four different participation styles. These students’ physical activity measurement showed either a higher level or a lower level in several data types compared to the rest of the students in the physical education lessons (see Table 1). These four participation styles will be described in depth in the result section.

### Table 1. High and low skilled students’ heart rate measurements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student</th>
<th>Lesson one&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Lesson two&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Lesson three&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Hr %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low skilled fighter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fred</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>56.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tim</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>54.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>30.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low skilled avoider</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>24.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High skilled fighter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jakob</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>28.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>37.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High skilled avoider</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>35.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kati</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>18.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>29.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St De</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Other = all other students in the same class; *Mean = mean heart rate; Max = maximal heart rate; Hr% = active lesson time in MVPA based on heart rate measurement (%); Sofit = System for Observing Fitness Instruction Time (%); Borg = Borg rate of perceived exertion.
3. Results

We identified four different participation styles among the students in these physical education elementary classes from the quantitative data. Students were categorized as low skilled fighters, low skilled avoiders, high skilled fighters, and high skilled avoiders. Each individual student’s value varied between different lessons, which also are shown in the variation in standard deviation between different measurements. The SOFIT value showed low variation and MVPA heart rate showed high variation, although these actually measure the same aspect of physical activity during physical education lessons.

A **low skilled fighter** was defined as a student who tries to be physically active despite a limited ability. This category consisted of two boys from grade five. Fred and Tim showed high average heart rates and a high MVPA heart rate percentage compared to the other students while the SOFIT value was about the same or somewhat lower than the other students. Their perceived exertion was higher than other students.

Both subjects are not involved in sport and spend most of their leisure time indoors. Fred said “I have a scrap car that I usually build on behind the house. And then I tend to sit at the computer the rest of the time”. Physical education is not their favorite school subject although they have a positive attitude.

Enjoyment was reflected from student skill level and success in participation. Fred stated, “I get head ache from skating. I am poor at skating and I usually fall at least five times” and “Team handball is not so fun, because I’m so short that I can’t really take the ball from people”. The most fun activity is dodge ball when Fred said “I usually don’t get hit, while I’m so small” and Tim liked dodge and basketball because “I’m rather good at it”.

Both students told that the first lesson was hard and that circuit training was the most demanding activity during these lessons. Fred had high heart rate and Borg values during this lesson, nevertheless he stated “I did rather well and it was a little bit heavy” and that “I took it easier during the second lap, while I already was tired”. This shows that the sense of effort and exhaustion is rather individual and both boys also mentioned that they sometimes avoid making maximal effort, as Tim reflected “I usually take it somewhat easy”.

They still participated as well as they could and they didn’t give up easily even if the exercises were demanding. Fred said “I was really exhausted afterwards” and Tim noted “it was supposed to go fast and you never got to rest”. However, these students indicated that they didn’t like the feeling of physical exhaustion. It seemed to be typical for these students that they forgot this unpleasant feeling when they had activities that the liked. And when the activity was less fun the focus shifted towards how physically demanding it was, which was noticed by Tim “You might not think of it then. I don’t think so much on the heavy [drills] as it is fun”.

A **low skilled avoider** was identified as a student who uses minimal effort. One girl from grade six was categorized as a low skilled avoider. During the first lesson with teacher lead fitness circuit training, Julia’s heart rate and SOFIT values were close to the other students while rate of perceived exertion was higher. However, during the second and third lesson, her observed (SOFIT) physical activity was lower than other students and her heart rate measurements indicated a very low effort. Julia had zero percentage MVPA although she was observed being active during the second lesson.

Julia had previously participated in a cross country ski club but at the moment was training and taking care of horses four times a week. She was aware and pointed out the importance of being active during physical education lessons. However, she admitted that she could have tried harder during the PE lessons as she said “I could have showed more effort”. She came up with excuses why her physical activity had been so low for general participation in physical education “Usually I have had a cold or not slept enough and having a headache, usually we have PE at the end of the day”. Julia described that she is more active out-doors where there is more space to move around compared to the gym. She also described excuses for low participation in specific lessons, as this quote about the first lesson “I was not warmed up the first lap. So then I was stiff. During the second lap one was perhaps tired from the first. I tried at least during both laps”.

Julia’s favorite activities in physical education lessons were different ball games but she said “if the ball was close by, I took it but I did not run and get it if someone was close [to the ball]”. During game play she also noticed that “perhaps we, without noticing it, let other [students] play more” and “sometimes one notice that one stands still without thinking about it”. The strategy she used when something became demanding was to slow down the pace.

A **high skilled fighter** shows high effort and is active. This category consisted of Jakob and Lisa from grade five. The SOFIT analysis showed high values although their average heart rate was not high. The heart rate MVPA was high except for Lisa during the first lesson and the students showed a relatively high maximal heart
rate during the lessons although the perceived exertion was low.

Both students were members of sport clubs and trained and competed several times a week. Lisa was a skier and Jakob played soccer. They had a positive attitude toward school physical education, which also was their favorite school subject. Jakob and Lisa liked both individual and team during sports physical education lessons.

These competitive students were motivated to actively participate in physical education lessons. Lisa said “I move a lot and show always high effort” and Jakob stated “I tried to be active and run all the time”. In addition, Lisa stated that she saw physical education lessons as an opportunity for additional practice and to “improve the fitness”. However, during the second lesson she indicated that she slowed down a little because she had a ski competition in the evening.

Both students seemed to like everything in physical education and they did not complain about anything. When asking Lisa what she enjoyed the most during these three lesson she responded that “The last one [lesson], it was the most demanding”, which shows that she really wanted to be active. SOFIT data also showed that both students were very active during the third lesson. During game play they both indicated that they tried to run all the time, as Jakob stated: “I ran and jumped a lot and tried to steal the ball from the opponents, it was fun”.

A high skilled avoider does not show more effort than necessary despite the high physical fitness level. Ben from grade five and Kati from grade six were identified as high skilled avoiders. These students’ MVPA, average and maximal heart rate values showed generally low levels compared to other students in the class. The SOFIT observation data showed higher MVPA values than heart rate data and the perceived exertion was low.

Both students trained and competed several times a week in a ski club during their leisure time. These two students did not like everything during the physical education lessons, but Kati did like volleyball and skiing while Ben preferred team sports before individual sports. Ben and Kati admitted that they could have showed some more effort. It seemed that student performance was affected by how much fun they thought an activity was, as Kati said, “when we do fun things, I try harder. Ben also described that during the circuit training “I was tired during the second lap and at the end it was not so fun anymore”. He did not enjoy this lesson and he said that “I did not become so tired” because he “did not have to run and could rest between the stations”. He would not have tried harder even if the teacher would have supervised the station more actively. Kati, on the other hand, liked the circuit training because they did many different tasks and that she “really tried” and that she “did it for her own sake and that it is fun when you manage to do something”.

During game play, Ben said he was running and “tries to get the ball and participate in the game”. Kati, in turn, felt that she was involved but did all the time chase the ball and that “I perhaps was not really motivated”. SOFIT analysis showed higher values than heart rate data for student MVPA levels, which could indicate that these students were actively participating in class activities but not pushing themselves physiologically in terms of their heart rate levels as a consequence of their high fitness levels.

4. Discussion

The aim of this study was to identify and understand participation styles during elementary physical education lesson by using multiple data sources in analyzing student activity. MVPA levels based on heart rate measurements and systematic observations from different lessons were found to be considerably lower (from 29.5% to 47.5%) than the 50% recommendation as a goal for meeting MVPA guidelines in school PE lessons. These findings are in line with several other studies (Fairclough & Stratton, 2005a, 2006; Stratton, 1996), although they are lower than MVPA guidelines. There is also a large variation between the three different lessons as well as between individual students. This considerable variance, which can be noticed particularly as high standard deviation values in heart rate MVPA data. The standard deviations of heart rate MVPA represented from 40% to 60% of the mean values, while the standard deviations for SOFIT was from 14% to 22%, which illustrates the variability of physical activity within the same construct but with different measurement. This finding provides empirical support for Slingerland (2014) conclusion that one single method of physical activity assessment is not able to capture all activity dimensions concurrently. This variation in activity levels reflects that what the teacher can see is different from the physiological response in student body.

We identified four different participation styles from our data. First, a low skilled fighter was student with limited ability, who still tries to be physically active. Low skilled fighters are not involved in sport in leisure time which can be one explanation for the low success in physical education. The students are aware of not being as skilled as the other students in the class and attribute enjoyment to success in participation, and according to
**Tischler & McCaughtry (2014)** they would be categorized as “less-sporty” boys. However, low skilled fighters show effort, behave well and follow the teacher’s instructions, and with that respect they could be both “friendly” and “cooperative” learners (Cothran, 2010). These students showed high heart rate values for their participation, which conflicts previous studies where high skilled students were more physically active during physical education lessons than low skilled students (Fairclough & Stratton, 2005b; Slingerland, et al., 2013; Spessato, et al., 2013).

Julia was identified as a low skilled avoider and she did not use more effort than was needed. Particularly during ball game lessons, her physical activity heart rate measurements were at a very low level. Julia was not physically active during her leisure time although she spends time taking care of horses. She recognized that she was not very active during physical education lessons and she finds several different excuses for her inactivity. Such students were described by Griffin (1984) as system beaters and by Tousignant & Siedentop (1983) as competent bystanders and they do everything possible to avoid taking part in the lesson by pretending to be on task and not disturbing the class structure. This low skilled avoider would also fit in to Kalaja’s (2012) first cluster group of students, namely, students with low skills, perceived competence, and self-determined motivation towards physical education. Julia’s participation style can also be compared with the way Constantinides (2011) described the profile of obese students’ experiences in physical education. They looked for ways to avoid participation and to become invisible, while participating in traditional team sport made them feel uncomfortable in front of their classmates. Several researchers have showed lower physical activity levels for girls than for boys (Fairclough & Stratton, 2005b; Hodges Kulinna et al., 2003; Slingerland, et al., 2013) as well as for low skilled students (Fairclough & Stratton, 2005b; Slingerland, et al., 2013; Spessato, et al., 2013). Julia was particularly inactive during game play which might be related to gender stereotypes among students during game play. Gutierrez & García-López (2012) also reported from observations of student behavior in invasion ball games that girls were more cooperative and showing off-the-task (spectator-player) behaviors while boys were active and focused more on the goal.

High skilled fighters were students that actively participated at a high level during physical education lessons. They were athletes training several times a week and physical education was their favorite school subject. The positive attitude was manifested in everything they participated in and the more challenging and demanding the activity was the more the enjoyed it. These students are typical examples of what Kalaja (2012) labelled as students with high motor skills and high perceived competence and motivation. In addition, according to Tischler & McCaughtry (2014) these students were sporty students, who were skilled, fit and active. Moreover, Griffin (1984) described girls as athletes or junior varsity players, who were skilled with high involvement and interested in game play. Similarly, Griffin (1985) described boys as nice guys when they were skilled and enjoyed the game.

The final participation style was high skilled avoiders, who despite the high physical fitness level did not show more effort than they needed to take part in the physical education lessons. Although these students were athletic, they did not exhibit the positive attitudes towards physical education that high skilled fighters did. When they did not enjoy the activity they decreased their activity level, which is similar to the second cluster group; students with high skills and low motivation (Kalaja, 2012). Griffin (1984) also described girls in physical education as femme fatales and they were skilled students who choose to limit their active involvement. While heart rate data for students’ MVPA levels showed lower values than observational physical activity data, it could be that these students participated as the other students but due to their high physical fitness levels they physiologically didn’t reach a high effort level as measured by the heart rate monitors. Another possible explanation might be that when heart rate monitoring measures the physiological load and when physical education lessons are intermittent in nature and variable in duration and intensity, high skilled and fit students may recover faster and therefore the heart rate MVPA values are lower.

Although we found a large variation in physical activity between students and lessons, we have identified four different participation styles. When comparing these participation styles with previous qualitative and quantitative research about students in physical education, similar descriptions were found. This fact is also a validation of our results that students are not a uniform group where all students value, experience and behave in the same way. The nature of teaching physical education is complex and student learning and experiences are different from the teacher’s intensions (Dodds, 1985, Locke, 1987). Students value non-educational features (mostly fun), and such as passing the class, and spending time and playing with friends (Cothran, 2010). Students also navigate within physical education lessons by altering their participation from low to high activity and visibility (Fi-
Physical activity makes physical education distinctive from other school subjects. However, the goals of school physical education are numerous and the general aim of physical education in Finland has been defined as building the students’ self-esteem and positive physical self-concept through favorable school physical education experiences and to encourage cooperativeness and positive future sport and health behavior. These diverse goals conflict with reaching the physical activity guidelines in teaching physical education, while in this study students’ average activity level was lower than the guidelines. Bennie & Langan (2014) also reported that while the physical education teachers had optimistic ambitions, the teachers acknowledged that physical activity comprised just one aspect of their daily lessons. While physical education time is limited, there might raise the question whether the 50% MVPA guideline is realistic. Nevertheless, high levels of active learning time must be balanced with instruction, feedback and reflection and that is where the teacher’s expertise in meeting curriculum demands is important.

While student motivation and ability seem to be related to their physical activity, it is important to attend to the suitability of the physical education curriculum to optimize the participation of diverse students. This study and previous research (Constantinides, 2011, Fisette, 2013; Griffin, 1984, 1985; Smith & Goc Karp, 1996; Tischler & McCaughtry, 2014) might suggest that the large emphasis on team games in physical education could be responsible for this phenomenon. It seems doubtful that games dominated physical education with an emphasis on competition and on the learning of individualized skills, is able to motivate all different students. In response to this, Tischler & McCaughtry (2014) noted that students felt that the climate was manifested differently in lessons based on the Adventure Physical Education model, although student physical activity level might be lower (Gehris et al., 2012). In addition, Gutierrez & García-López (2012) concluded that the use of the pedagogical principles of Teaching Games for Understanding and the Sports Education model provides proper resources for challenging gender stereotypes in invasion games. New and different curriculums are not the single solution, but we see them as possibilities to strengthen students’ opportunities to be equally active.

Despite some interesting findings, the study has several limitations. The short-term nature of data collection from three physical education lessons might provide just a narrow picture of physical education. We measured student physical activity, however reporting teacher perception and philosophy and an objective measure of teacher behavior would provide a more holistic and multidimensional perspective of the teaching and learning in the class. It also needs to be acknowledged that generalizability of our results to other school contexts could be limited by the modest sample size and by potential selection bias. Hence, further studies are needed to examine whether these participation styles can be observed in other contexts and cultures. Additionally, further research is needed to confirm whether approaches intended to increase participation have positive or negative implications for the diverse student population.

5. Conclusion

Physical education has the potential to positively impact children by providing opportunities for active learning. Several contextual factors are contributors to our reported participation styles. The main reason for this appears to be differences in students’ fitness levels, physical activity behavior and interest in physical education. Student performance is both dynamic and temporal within the context of physical education, and a key to success here is the ability of the teachers to see, understand and make connections between students’ backgrounds and their behavior in class. This reinforces the importance of good teaching skills as a potential means to help all students in the class. The large variation among individual students shows that each student should be treated separately and that a “one size fits all” approach to teaching physical education doesn’t work.
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